In the year 1492, Columbus had a dream to DISCOVER a new world.

The Columbus family of Fifth Wheels has the same passion for ADVENTURE. We have poured our hearts into providing our customers with the best Luxury Fifth Wheel on the market. Combining Olde World craftsmanship with New World style, design and innovation.

We invite you to EXPLORE the following pages. You'll find 101 reasons to choose COLUMBUS!
Our Long History of building Quality RV’s!

OVER 50 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE!
Columbus is a luxury brand of 5th Wheels by Palomino. Palomino began building quality RV’s in 1968 and has been in continuous operation ever since. Palomino is a division of Forest River, the #1 selling manufacturer of RV's in the World!

TRAVEL READY

Our state of the art 20,000 sq. ft PRE-DELIVERY INSPECTION facility provides immediate daily feedback to production for quality assurance in every unit built.

The Columbus’ True 2 Warranty is an industry leading 2-year hitch-to-bumper limited warranty. It doubles the length of the industry standard 1 year limited warranty. Consult Columbus website for details.

24/7 Roadside Assistance

24/7 EMERGENCY ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE WITH VEHICLE PURCHASE

- TOWING
- JUMP STARTS
- TIRE CHANGES
- FLUID DELIVERY
- LOCKOUT
- SERVICE
- WINCH-OUT
- MOBILE MECHANIC
- TECHNICAL SUPPORT
- DEALER LOCATOR
- SERVICES

‘VALID FOR 1 YEAR FROM DATE OF PURCHASE’
Room to move! Our 5th wheels are 101" wide. That's a full 5" wider than most others. Making for extra wide hallways, more room to maneuver in the kitchen, and extra space at the foot of the bed.

**Double-Welded Aluminum Wall Frame**

Double Welded Engineering: Each aluminum strut is double welded into place from both sides to form the wall, floor, or slide-out frame of the structure. Studs are placed 16" on center like home construction. Other manufacturers space their studs further apart.

**Block Foam Insulation, sidewalls and end wall**

We use custom-cut, high-density polystyrene block foam fills all openings between the aluminum wall studs. It is light weight and provides superior insulation qualities.

**Fully Laminated back Wall and Slide-out Sides**

We use a sturdy and strong laminated fiberglass on both sidewalls, the rear wall and all 3 sides of the slide out rooms. Many manufacturers use hung fiberglass or hung metal on the sides of their slide-out rooms. Some even use hung fiberglass on their back walls. Flimsy and cheap construction.
Rolled Radius Roof Line

Rolled roof edges help protect your sidewall and roof seams from water intrusion. This is typically only found in motorized roof construction.

5” Wood Roof Trusses

Our 5” roof trusses spaced 16” apart for extra structure and strength. Some other mfg.’s only use 3” trusses.

Double Insulation and 3/8” Roof Decking

We install a layer of rolled insulation between the rafters then a seamless layer of reflective mylar insulation over the top. Next we add 3/8” decking. This allows for an extra insulated, fully walkable roof.

TPO ROOF

- Takes the best features from EDM and PVC
- Durable and flexible
- Cool - Reflective to sun’s ultraviolet rays
- 50% lighter than EPDM
- Puncture and Tear Resistant
- Resistant to Mold, Algae and Fungus
- Will not Chalk like EPDM
- Textured surface for traction
True Plywood Floor Decking

Columbus Floor Decking:
✓ 5/8" tongue and groove PLYWOOD
✓ Glued and screwed
✓ Strong and sturdy
✓ No soft spots

Fully Enclosed & Insulated Underbelly

Columbus has taken a fully enclosed and insulated underbelly to a whole new level. The underside of the frame is wrapped in a puncture resistant plastic. Astro-foil insulation is then run on the top of the plastic the entire length of the unit.

The next step is to install heat pads on all the tanks in the unit. Rolled fiberglass insulation is then put on top of the Astro-foil insulation. The unit also has forced heat into the underbelly.

The final step is to install your floor onto the frame. The floor has been wrapped with Darco wrap on the underside to give the bottom of your floor a waterproof barrier.

12V heat pads on all holding tanks

12V tank heaters are on all of the holding tanks in our units. This will help protect your tanks from freezing up in cold weather. The heat pads include dedicated on/off switches.

Extreme Temperatures Package

All Columbus units come standard with our EXTREME TEMPERATURES PACKAGE which includes superior insulation as well as 12v tank heaters on each holding tank.

Third party testing confirmed that in extreme temperatures ranging from 0 to 100, Columbus remained comfortable and functional.
Quad Insulated Front Cap

Our front cap is quad insulated for extra comfort and cozy nights in the bedroom. No drafty windows here.

1) The first layer is block foam insulation
2) Our second layer is roller fiberglass insulation.
3) When then add lightweight reflective insulation.
4) Finally the painted front cap.

Painted Front Cap

We fully paint our front cap, using automotive paint and 2 layers of clear coat for a long lasting finish. It looks terrific and will not fade in the sun!

5 Year Graphics Warranty

- 2-mil gloss vinyl film
- Minimal Shrinkage
- Can withstand extreme temps
- 5 Year Warranty

Color Coded Wiring

We take the extra step of using color coded wiring on your Columbus. This saves hours of diagnosis time if there ever is a problem. It also makes it easier for you do-it-yourselfers out there.
The last step, before your new Columbus leaves the factory is that it must be put on our scales for an accurate weight. We then create a weight sticker which includes options on that particular unit. *(We don’t just guess or average the weight)*

**Rubber Pin Box System**

 utilizes a unique rubber shear spring to positively deal with rough towing and road shock. *The rubber spring works in a horizontal planar motion (in a longitudinal and lateral motion) to absorb the towing shock.* This allows the MORryde pin box system to effectively diminish the transfer of forces from the trailer to the truck.

- Greatly reduced back-and-forth chucking and jerking
- Cushioned sensation over the uneven road conditions
- Jerk-free starts and stops
- Smoother, more comfortable in-cab ride

**G-Rated Tires**

 Our 14-ply G Rated, steel belted tires are specifically designed for recreational vehicle use. They are tougher than typical passenger vehicle tires.

Our tires are covered by Lionshead 12 month No Excuses Guaranty and a 5 year limited warranty against manufacturer defects. *(See LionsHead product warranty policy for details.)*

**Tire Pressure Monitoring System**

Each Columbus comes with a factory installed Tire Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS) by TST to warn you of any issues that may create unsafe driving conditions. Not only will the TPMS system warn you of underinflated tires by offering actual pressure readings, the TST TPMS system will warn you of any over heating within the tire cavity itself. Similar systems are used on 18 wheel Big Rigs!
7,000 lb. Axles
Columbus uses heavy duty 7,000 Lippert axles.

CRE/3000 Suspension
• Smoother towing than conventional Leaf Springs
• Provides 3" of Suspension Travel
• Protects from damaging road shock
• Unique travel slot for increased wheel travel
• Tested and rated for use with up to 8K axles

LEVEL UP™
6 Point Automatic Leveling
• One-touch automatic leveling
• Lightning-fast hydraulics
• Lightweight aluminum jacks
• Rock-steady camping
• Wireless remote options available

Chassis-Guard Skirt Metal
Our skirt metal is attractive & protective. It extends past and envelopes the frame, protecting it from road debris and the elements.
*Other brands leave their frames exposed.*
Drop Frame

Our drop frame chassis increases the volume of the storage compartment by 33%!

Huge Basement Storage

Our pass through storage is large, insulated and heated. We actually have dedicated heat ducts directly to the storage compartment. The floor covering is textured and durable.

Metal Slam Latches with Magnetic Catches

We use high quality, easy-to-open, durable Metal slam latches. (Caution: other manufacturers use inferior plastic latches). Columbus also uses magnetic catches which allow the baggage doors to be opened wide without the need for struts or plastic catches with plastic rods; which easily break.

Battery Disconnect

Located inside our heated pass through storage you will find the battery disconnect switch. Simply turn the switch to off when you are not using your coach to prevent any battery drain.
Protect and beautify your investment. At the push of a button, your awning is automatically retracted and enclosed with a metal casing. Never snag and tear your awnings on tree branches while traveling again. Hail and weather resistant!

Our LED awning lights are placed on the arm of the awning. They provide light whether the awning is extended or retracted. The lights are controlled from your OneTouch Control panel.

Our stylish Euro Style door handles are easy to open and provide a more secure latch. The tall slender profile also allows room for us to provide a full length window on the door.
**Friction Hinge Door with Full Length Window & Shade**

Our integrated Friction Hinge™ holds the door open in any position, eliminating the need for gas struts and door catches, which can lead to costly warranty claims. The high performance fringe torque also prevents the door from slamming open or closed, and keeps the door steady in winds up to 15 mph!

Our entry door also includes a full length window which allows for more interior natural light. It also includes a shade for those extra hot days.

**Frameless Automotive Windows**

- Updated, modern design for today’s RV
- Automotive bonding technology
- Frameless, all-glass interior
- Standard clamp ring installation for various wall thicknesses
- Single-and dual-glazed panels available
- Egress panels exceed RVIA requirements
- Removable screens on all vents
- Hidden hinge allows ample ventilation
- 80% tint allows natural light in but blocks UV rays

---

**Strut Assisted Solid Entry Steps with custom lighted kick plate**

- Stable entry to and exit from your RV
- Stores securely right inside the door
- Lightweight
- Strut assisted steps
- Anyone can lift these steps with one finger
- Adjustable feet for uneven terrain
- Custom Columbus lighted kick plate

---

**SLIDE TOPPER AWNING Prepped**

*Factory Installed Dometic Toppers optional*

Every Columbus is prepped for your dealer to easily add Slide out Toppers if so desired. A slide topper awning protects the roof of your extendable room from collecting leaves and other debris.

Our factory installed Dometic Deluxe Slide Toppers are made out of a durable vinyl awning fabric and have a built in heavy duty vinyl weather shield.
Dual 30 LB. LP Tanks

Columbus comes standard with two 30 lb. LP tanks. They are placed on both sides of the coach to evenly distribute the weight. This will give you plenty of fuel for an extended stay. For even more on board fuel, dual 40 lb. tanks will fit in compartments nicely.

Patio Side LP Quick connect

Use this cool feature to easily connect your grill or patio heater to your 60 lbs. of on-board propane!

Solar Panel Prepped

All Columbus 5th wheels are solar panel prepped. Our easy plug and play system allows you to simply add solar panels to the roof and/or use portable solar panels which plug in to the side. You also have the option of factory installed roof solar panels.

Other manufacturers only prep to the side for portable solar. they do not prep to the roof.

360 Siphon® RV vent cap

The 360 Siphon® RV holding tank vent cap remove odors from the source — the holding tanks — and exhausts them out the roof vent before they have a chance to invade the RV living space.

- Speeds up waste breakdown, eliminating the need for chemicals
- Sophisticated, patented design with no moving parts
- Works in any wind condition
- Built-in bug screen
- No maintenance

NO MORE STINK!
Utility Center

The Columbus All-in-One Utility Center is located in our lighted and heated pass-thru storage area. All vital connections can be found here including:
- Water Management system
- Coaxial connections for Cable and satellite
- Tank pulls
- Outside shower

WATER HOME FILTRATION SYSTEM

Our Water Pur KW1 10-inch Water Filter filters all water going into your Columbus, not just drinking water, thereby protecting your complete plumbing system from contaminants. It provides filtered cold and hot water to your bathroom, kitchen and galley.

10 Gallon Quick Recover WATER HEATER

- QUICK Recovery Rate: Fast Recovery Means More Hot Water And Fewer Cool Water Cycles
- Convenient Exterior Gas Line Connection
- Porcelain-Lined Steel Tank for long life
- Replaceable Anode Rod Provides Further Corrosion Protection
- One-Piece, Die-Formed Metal Control Housing protects controls from the weather
- Copolymer Insulation Jacket Specially Fitted To The Tank To Retain Heat
- Limited 2 Year Warranty

Prepped for Back Up Camera

All Columbus units come prepped with a mounting bracket and pre-wired for a Furion back up camera. Installation is easy as Plug and Play!
2" Rear Accessory Hitch
We have added a 2" rear accessory hitch. It has a 300 lb. hitch capacity.
Perfect for adding a bike or luggage rack.

Whisper Quiet A/C  
(Powerful yet quiet)
Two powerful a/c units are used to cool your Columbus 5th wheel. For the main room we use a Coleman Mach 15™. It is equipped with a 1/3 hp fan motor, the largest used in an RV air conditioner, delivering cool air at an incredible 325 cubic feet per minute. We use the Coleman Mach 10 in the bedroom.

We use a ducted "whisper quiet" installation method which evenly distributes the cold air and has been tested to be 50% quieter than other manufacturer’s standard non ducted installation.

MAXxFAN with integrated rain hood
The kitchen is equipped with a MAXxFAN roof standard for extra ventilation. This powerful fan also includes an integrated rain hood. This means you can still run this fan and get ventilation even when it is raining.

Others use a fan with a rain sensor, which shuts the fan off when it is raining. That means their RV will get awful stuffy if it rains all day.

Dual Zone A/C
Do you like it cool it a cool 72 while watching TV in the living room yet prefer it even a colder 68 in the bedroom while you're sleeping? No problem! Columbus uses a dual climate zone a/c system. Both zones can be controlled separately from your OneTouch control pad.
Leave old manual processes in the dust with OneControl® technology. OneControl technology lets RVers control and monitor their many RV systems, all from the unit’s digital touchscreen or download to your smartphone.

**EASILY CONTROL:**
- Leveling
- Slide-out Rooms
- HVAC
- Awnings
- Lighting
- Tank Monitor

**Individually Controlled Slide-outs**
Our Slide-out rooms are individually controlled using the OneControl Panel or your smartphone. Each room is also labelled so you don't have to remember whether or not "Slide Out 3" is the bedroom slide.

Most manufacturers make you run all of the slides out at once with the only one switch. This is not always convenient when your at a rest area and cannot open all of them. With Columbus, only open the slide that you need!

**Central Vac**
Easily tidy up your coach's interior with our built-in central vacuum system. Plus there is a central vac hose connection in the garage so you can sweep that out as well!

**35,000 BTU Furnace**
Our powerful and highly efficient 35,000 BTU furnace will keep you warm and snuggly on those cold winter evenings.
We use 33% more LED lighting throughout our coach. This makes for a bright and happy camper. At times though, you might prefer dimmer lighting. No problem, our lights can be dimmed through the digital OneControl panel or smartphone. That’s a perfect solution.

Day & Night Roller Shades

Quality built and easy to operate. *(Will not bunch up and break like accordion shades).* Pull down the day shades to help cool unit but still be able to see out. *(Some mfg’s do not offer day shades).* Pull down the Night shades for complete blackout and privacy.

Hardwood Valances and Wood Trimmed Windows

We use hardwood valances to give your coach elegance and pop! Our wood trimmed windows beautify your view.

Cross Ventilation

Cool Fresh Air! We have plenty of windows in living room, bedroom and throughout the coach. And they all open to allow cross ventilation.

*Some mfg’s use windows that do not open on the sides of their slide-out rooms and sides of bedroom slides.*
Hybrid Floor Covering

Columbus utilizes a Hybrid (vinyl) floor covering. No traditional carpeting is found in the entire coach.

- Allergen Free
- Easily clean spills
- Pet Friendly

Industry Best Flooring

- Exceptional durability
- Stain resistant
- Quiet and comfortable
- Ultra Grip Safety underfoot
- 7 Year Cold Crack Warranty

Split Sofa Sleeper

Our new split sleeper sofa offers our customers something they have never had before..... flexibility. The sofa can be opened on either side or both sides. This creates the ability to still utilize the reclining option on the theater seats while another can lie on the split sleeper sofa.

Power Recline Theater Seats

Our theater seats feature a power recline function. (No more struggling to pull the rip cord or force the seat back in). Simply push the button.

Also included are lighted cup holders and USB ports to charge your smart phone.
Omni Directional TV Antenna with Wi-Fi Prep

- Omni directional. No need to point antenna.
- Extended free over the air TV viewing
- Rated up to 55 miles
- Filters out weak/functional TV signals
- AM/FM Radio reception
- Wi-Fi Extender has longest reach in industry
- Prepped for Gateway 4G Upgrade

50" HDTV with hidden storage

A 50" Hi Def TV is standard in every Columbus. It is hinged and latched to reveal a large hidden storage area.

Bluetooth Stereo Sound bar & Blu-ray DVD Player

Also as part of our home theater package, we include a Bluetooth Stereo Sound bar (which can work in conjunction with the ceiling speakers, as well as a Blu-ray DVD player.

Outside Entertainment Hub

Inside our heated pass-thru storage you will find our entertainment hub which includes an electric outlet, TV out hookups and a Bluetooth stereo which is played through the exterior speakers located just below the awning.
5,000 BTU Fireplace

Fire up this beauty and take the chill out of the air. Plus it's electric so there is no need to waste your own propane. Perfect for those spring and fall nights. *(No need to kick on the furnace yet).*

Romantic ambience with or without the heat turned on.

Flush Floor Kitchen Slides

*COLUMBUS* flush floor kitchen slides are toe stub free!

Brand X's kitchen floor slides are raised. Which means many toe stubs and awkward leaning over the stove.

Soffits on Upper Kitchen Cabinets

For a touch of elegance we have added soffits to our upper kitchen cabinets. *(You will not find this high end residential touch in Brand X.)*

Dovetail Drawer Construction

Craftsmanship at its best! Ask any woodworker and they will tell you that dovetail is the strongest box construction technique available. It is noted for its resistance to being pulled apart. The dovetail joint is used to join the sides of a drawer to the front. A series of 'pins' cut to extend from the end of one board interlock with a series of 'tails' cut into the end of another board. The end result, a strong and sturdy drawer.
Spacious Deluxe Pantries

Columbus 5th Wheels feature XL pantries with wooden pull out bins. 3 of our models even include a full walk-in pantry with plenty of counter space overhead cabinets and even a beverage fridge.

Gas/Electric or Residential Refer

We offer either a 21 Cu. Ft residential refer or an 18 Cu. Ft. Gas/Electric Refer.

Furion Chef collection Stove Top with Built-in Oven

建成的烤箱
- 最大的容量在行业
- 燃气安全自动关机
- 燃气恒温控制LED旋钮
- 三层玻璃门
- LED控制面板及显示
- 烤箱灯
- 可调节烤箱架
- 冷却风扇
- 为振动抵抗力设计

Flush Mounted Stove Top
- 手工制作的不锈钢
- 3-燃烧器布局
- 电点火
- 铸铁格栅
- 为振动抵抗力设计
- 测试极端气候

Residential Size Microwave

30" 不锈钢，排气的炉子上的微波炉在所有哥伦布5th wheels作为标准。
Floating Dinette table with EZ Extension

Wide Open Spaces! No table legs or big pedestal to bump your knees on. Our floating solid wood dinette table also features an easy open extension for 33% more chow down area!

Residential Sized Sink with Pull-out Faucet

Our large, deep single bowl sink makes it easy to wash even your biggest spaghetti pot. And our solid surface covers give you much more counter top space.

Live Edge Light Pad Over Kitchen Island

What a beautiful and elegant touch. This large, live edge light pad is located directly over the kitchen island and truly sets Columbus apart from the competition.

Dinette Chairs with Hidden Storage

Two hard back dinette chairs include hidden storage. *(Perfect for place mats, napkins, board games etc.)* Also 2 matching folding chairs can be stored under the bed.
Motion Sensor Step Light
No need to fumble for a light switch as you're heading downstairs for your midnight snack. Our motion sensor step light has got you covered!

Residential Height Toilet
With its powerful bowl-clearing flush, modern rimless design, full-size ceramic bowl and home-like seat height, the best-in-class Dometic 310 toilet provides unmatched performance. The hygienic hands-free foot pedal with adjustable water level simultaneously help conserve water resources while providing a robust gravity flush. The full-size ceramic bowl and seat height deliver comfort while living mobile. The watertight flush ball system maintains water in the bowl at all times, meaning any unpleasant odors are kept firmly in the waste holding tank.

Clearly Marked Breaker/Fuse Box
Our breaker/Fuse boxes are easily accessible and clearly marked.

Stonecast Bathroom Sinks
We use premium composite stonecast sinks in our bathrooms. They are attractive, easy to clean and durable. Many of our models feature dual sinks!
60" Residential showers

Every Columbus model (not just some models) comes with a 60" residential shower!
- Reinforced fiberglass base
- Seamless shower surround
- Stain Resistant
- Plenty of head room
- Adjustable height shower heads to suit the tall, the short and the in-between.

Teak Wood Shower Seats

The height of luxury! A spa style teak wood shower seat. The seat flips up and out of the way if more standing room is desired. Teak wood is used in many marine applications. It is elegant and resistant to rot.

Triple Glass Sliding Shower Doors

This triple shower door design allows for an extra wide opening. A simple travel lock secures the door while in transit. The anodized aluminum frame will not corrode.

Towel Ring on Bathroom Door

Sometimes it's the little touches. Like the towel ring on the bathroom door.
**King-size Bed**

Sleep like Royalty on our King-size bed. Don't worry, there is plenty of room to walk around it. A true 60" x 80" queen size bed is also available.

**Aluminum Framed Under-Bed Storage**

Two gas struts make it easy to access our strong and clean under bed storage. Our under-bed storage area is aluminum framed and finished with plywood. You will not find that kind of detail in Brand X.

**CPAP Shelving**

Conveniently located CPAP shelving is found on either side of the bed. Also use for your smartphone. Charge both with the USB ports found in either of the overhead reading lights.

**Reading lights with built in USB port**

**Super Sized Closet with Triple Sliding Doors**

Our bedroom closest are extra spacious with built in shelving and a triple sliding door to offer wider access.
Wine Fridge *(1492 Upgrade!)*  
A wine fridge is included as part of our optional 1492 package. It will typically be located in the kitchen island.

Washer Dryer Prep *(Factory Installed Optional)*  
All Columbus units are plumbed and prepped for a stackable washer and dryer typically in the front closet. A factory installed Whirlpool stackable washer and dryer is optional.

Molded Rear Cap *(1492 Upgrade!)* *(most models)*  
Our optional 1492 Package also includes a molded rear cap. It is attractive and adds extra protection. *Most other manufacturers do not offer this upgrade.*

Power Cord Reel *(1492 Upgrade!)*  
At the touch of a button the 50 amp cord is retracted and stored. No need to man handle the heavy and sometimes dirty power cord again!
On-Demand Tankless Water Heater

(1492 Upgrade!)

- Endless Hot Water
- Regulates the burner to maintain the set HOT Water Temperature
- Now you can add COLD Water to the desired temperature
- All the HOT Water you want when you want it!
- 42,000 BTUs
- Quiet Brush-less Motor
- 12V power that operates at less than 3 AMPs
- Freeze Protection – Designed for Winter Use
- Designed Specifically for Recreational Vehicles

Waste Management System

(1492 Upgrade!)

- Vastly improves the least enjoyable part of RVing
- Powerful macerator pumps uphill 25' and a distance of 150 ft.
- Enables dumping uphill and a long distance 150 ft.
- More Sanitary
- Rugged discharge nozzle fits six dump station inlet sizes
- No set up time - Permanent installation
- 21' hose stores easily ugged discharge nozzle fits six dump station inlet sizes
- More sanitary. No connections to make or break.

Residential Wing Back Dinette Chairs

(1492 Upgrade!)

Tasteful, elegant and comfortable.

Full Body Paint (optional)

Travel in style and be the envy of the campground!
101 Reasons to Choose

1 Our Long History
2 Travel Ready Performance audit
3 True 2 Year Warranty
4 24/7 Roadside Assistance
5 Wide Body Construction
6 Double Welded Aluminum Wall Frame
7 Block Foam Insulation
8 Fully Laminated back Wall and Slide-out sides
9 Rolled Radius roof Line
10 5" Wood Roof Trusses
11 Double Insulation and 3/8" Roof Decking
12 TPO Roof
13 True Plywood Floor Decking
14 Fully Enclosed and Insulated Underbelly
15 12v Heat Pads on all Holding Tanks
16 Extreme Temperatures Package
17 Quad Insulated Front Cap
18 Painted Front Cap
19 5 Year Graphics Warranty
20 Color Coded Wiring
21 Accu-Weight
22 MORyde Rubber Pin Box System
23 G-Rated Tires
24 Tire Pressure Monitoring System
25 7,000 lb. Lippert Axles
26 MORryde CRE/3000 Suspension
27 6 Point automatic Leveling
28 Chassis-Guard Skirt Metal
29 Drop Frame Storage
30 Huge Basement Storage
31 Metal slam Latches with Magnetic Stays
32 Battery Disconnect
33 High Gloss Fiberglass Exterior
34 Metal Wrapped Awnings
35 Awning Patio Light
36 Euro Style Entry door Handle
37 Friction Hinge Door w/Full Length window and shade
38 Strut Assisted Solid entry Steps
39 Frameless Automotive Windows
40 Slide Topper Awning Prepped
41 Dual 30lb LP Tanks
42 Patio Side LP Quick connect
43 Solar Panel Prepped
44 360 Siphon (No Stink) Vent cap
45 All-In-One Utility Center
46 Water Home Filtration System
47 10 Gallon Quick Recover Water Heater
48 Back Up Camera Prepped
49 2" Rear Accessory Hitch
50 Whisper Quiet AC
51 Individually controlled A/C
52 MAXxFAN With Integrated Rain Hood
53 35,000 BTU Furnace
54 ONEControl Digital command Center
55 Individually controlled slide-Out Rooms
56 Central Vac
57 Dimmable Lighting
58 MCD Day and Night Roller shades
59 Hardwood Valances and Wood Trimmed windows
60 Cross Ventilation
61 Industry Best Flooring
62 Hybrid Floor Covering
63 Split sofa sleeper
64 Power Recline Theater Seats
65 Omni-Directional TV Antenna with Wi-Fi prep
66 50" HDTV with hidden storage
67 Ceiling speakers with Sound bar Bluetooth Stereo
68 Outside Entertainment Hub
69 5,000 BTU Fireplace
70 Flush Floor Kitchen Slides
71 Soffits on Upper Kitchen Cabinets
72 Dovetail Drawer Construction
73 Spacious Deluxe Pantries
74 Gas/Electric or Residential Refers
75 Furion Chef Collection Stove Top with Built-in Oven
76 Residential Size Microwave
77 Residential Sized Sink with Pull Out Faucet
78 Live Edge Light Pad over Kitchen Island
79 Floating dinette Table with EZ Extension
80 Dinette Chairs with hidden storage
81 Clearly Marked Breaker/Fuse Box
82 Motion Sensor Step Light
83 Residential Height Toilet
84 Stonecast Bathroom Sinks
85 60" Residential Showers
86 Teak wood Shower Seats
87 Triple Glass Sliding shower Door
88 Towel Ring on Bathroom door
89 King Bed
90 Aluminum Framed Under-Bed Storage
91 CPAP Shelving
92 Reading Lights with built in USB Ports
93 Super Sized Closets
94 Washer Dryer Prep
95 1492 UPGRADE Wine Fridge
96 1492 UPGRADE Molded Rear Cap
97 1492 UPGRADE 30' Power Cord Reel
98 1492 UPGRADE Tankless Water Heater
99 1492 UPGRADE Waste Management System
100 1492 UPGRADE Residential Wing Back Dinette Chairs
101 Full Body Paint (opt)
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